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Robert Beveridge
Metropolis
I
The landscape is changing
the sidewalk-tendrils of the city
are flung out
as it spreads its bulk
over virgin land
The city-soul
is in many places apparent
FLASH: police patrol the city
in Kevlar
and black makeup
FLASH: bums burp their songs
in doorways
in the violet light
as dogs lick their beaten faces
FLASH: children play in the spray
from the broken fire hydrant
cops attempt to scatter them
without smearing their precious
black rouge
FLASH: criminal wipes white ink
from the fingerprinter off his hands
and he pushes out
into the violent velvet night
to find a liquor store
and kill again

FLASH: street-preachers speak
to empty faces
in the city park's lit sections
and synecdochic masses throng
to hear their words of nothing,
then spill into the streets
to commit their sins again
II
The mayor has called
for “revitalization”, “reconstruction”,
“beautification”,
and the workers respond:
streets are torn away and rebuilt,
subways cleaned, retiled,
murals painted
over old walls
to make them look new
The homeless begin to disappear,
the street preachers
set up shop somewhere else
Only a handful remain
by the bridge over the river:
the mayor says
they give the city “character”.
III
running, the suburbs
are overtaken
by the all-consuming city
concrete tentacles tighten, tighten
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AJ Huffman
Dancing with Zebras
in moonlight’s mindfield, shallow
edge, river’s embankment. We are
embarking on a fantastical journey
of pirouetting danger. Teeth
and blood blur in whirlpool of possibilities
(all too sharp for my liking). That is
the point, all honed and un-harnessed,
ready to impale any hesitation, wavering,
or missing of time’s two-step.
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Signs of Sacrilege
Tombs
Back-splash tiles
Seasonally decorated
trees
Concede
Good fortune
is like Morse code
It takes years
to divine
that neither know
how to breed
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Of Surrender
white
flag
repudiation
of responsibility
transgression
violation
physical
abdication
of body
of soul
submission
to tyranny
cessation
of victory
acceptance
of subjugation
emotional
death
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Oubliette
I turn the lock on these walls of air and, finally, I can
breathe. I wrap my arms around my knees
and stare at memories flashing. They might
as well be wearing red neon signs. Unsafety
seeps from [their] every corner. I am contaminated
by such a ghostly presence. It does not wash
off. I no longer try. I let it fill me like a jar.
I am cracked but I do not leak. I don’t
even weep as I am dissolved in this selfcontained sauna. I think out loud
one last time. Rationing rationalization as smother
coats my consciousness in a shade of shell
only I recognize as relief.
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Jack Harvey
An die Entschwundene Flora
Those sweet days;
young spring;
the robin,
like an adventure,
sings his
dull return.
Those sweet nights;
your ruff of hair
touched,
wet with promise.
Beyond the call
of blood, the stars
rain down
favor or disfavor;
one.
Tears after
sweet congress
distill drop by
drop,
touch my flesh
not like drops

of rain,
but the eternal tears,
blank heaven’s
reward for the
living.
Listen to me,
querida,
sought and
found;
this sweet time
a moment
will last,
and then pass
you and me
and all we were.
So let us love
these days;
young spring’s
but a mortal time
and no return
for you or me
will ever be.
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Patricia George

IF I’M LUCKY
I move forward in the life as long as I don’t encounter one of those
smelly, mysterious lumps in the sand
When life and the sand is wet, I dig deep tunnels
If I’m lucky, I reach an exit at the other end before it all collapses
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BACKYARD DESIRES
They stand lifeless skeletons with no headsno breeze to move them, to give
the appearance of life
My wish is for a backspace abounding in
beautiful wild flowers and fragrant herbs
that catch butterflies and the afternoon sun
Instead the weeds tall, green and prolific are
unmoved by my wishes and go to seed
to the delight of the tiny birds who visit
The unopposed monsters rule and convince me of their
power and truth showing me my conscious impotence
in the face of my hidden acres of originality
I bend to their will and watch as the too cold nights
bend their bodies to the ground - some still
thick with green reality, covered by the recent rains
I stand likewise rooted in the mud knowing my insides
are slimy with throbbing blood like the weeds
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CREATION
Phallic beginnings of new sprouting stars spouting
their seeds rush into the cosmos
deposited into the vast black openness of the
space vagina
I am the black openness looking for a star
Harrowing sexuality
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DON’T EXPECT ME TO SAY CHEESE
The ancestors stand nude and unsmiling in black and white
matched by the minimal frigidity of their religious beliefs and
the severe environment in which they did little to beautify
The house, freshly painted white, the floors clean
The laundry done and the fields sprouting with newly planted life
but not a tree or a blade of grass to give relief about the house.
Aunt Mary in her Sunday hat and holds her blanketed child
Uncle Henry his hat in his hand.
The other seven stand in a receding line spaced like birds on a wire
Little Bobby’s arm was tired from having it up in the air
so that Aunt Helen could hang onto him
If my grandfather saw that I was drawing the family naked
he would have his hand someplace besides over his heart
He would use his hat to cover his bum
He would call me a heathen
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TERROR
Something was stumbling out of the fog
The old brick building pushed its way into my car
I could feel the wet weathered surfaces
that held ghosts from the past
I smelled my own fear
I didn’t want to look
Hands numb on the wheel,
Aching breasts
Pressures mounting as the screws tightened the moment
Lost by the ocean in the middle of the night
No one to help
no one to explain why I left a warm bed
no one to explain the
pulverized mortar in my lap,
my eyes
my mouth
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Sheri Vandermolen
Batty
Friday night…
the choking clouds
from the daily mosquito-fogging
have dissipated
to only the faintest whiffs
of kerosene and Deltamethrin,
bringing the wildlife out of hiding.
I toss on a knit dress, debate shoes,
while listening to
mumblings of my spouse,
who's in the foyer overhang.
Padding out, in fuzzy slippers,
I find him using his iPhone
to record a foot-wide bat
flying about our two-story entryway.
Rolling my eyes, I ask
if we might stop documenting the moment,
call the neighborhood security desk, for help.
By the time three not-so-armed guards arrive,
the creature has retreated to a spare bedroom,
in which we've trapped it;
the men quick-hop inside, slamming the door
shut
and summarily undoing the furnishings,
to locate our winged guest.
Told that it has evaporated,

absolutely cannot be found,
my husband takes matters into his own hands,
steps into the room, and instantly spies flapping
shadows
on the closet ceiling.
I open/close the door,
snagging my spouse and throwing, to the
guards,
a clear-plastic bucket, leather work gloves.
Told it'll only be moments until the capture is
over,
I take refuge in my own closet,
ditching my slippers and selecting flat sandals
that will enhance my escape.
Soon, a guard emerges from the back room,
with a squirming brown puck tucked between
his yellow-kidskin-covered forefinger and thumb.
Husband declares he needs a photo
of the nervous mammal (bat, not security man);
I request they go outdoors, please.
Within minutes,
our fox-faced visitor has been released
and we're back to discussing traffic, dinner
reservations,
my partner laughing
that we've become nearly oblivious to such batty
incidents
and I asking if his phone has a Batman-signal
app.
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MTR
The Sree Padmanabhaswamy temple
may hold trillion-dollar assets
inside its sanctum's vaulted belly,
but my pursuit of local riches
leads to the seamless kitchen team
of Mavalli Tiffin Rooms,
known, to its loyal patrons, simply as MTR —
the opulent sambar, gleaming ghee,
and those sumptuously golden
folded-triangle masala dosas
are this town's unrivaled treasures.
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Overheard at Camp Swampy…

"Hey, there's a snake at the edge of the pool."
"It swam to the center, then darted down, when it saw me."
"Google how long a cobra can hold its breath underwater."
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Season's Greetings

Instead, I've embraced
the mother-of-invention method —

Headless Harry

crafting ghosts and tombstones by hand,

and an array of other ghouls

drawing jack-o'-lantern grins on unobliging
papayas,

remain stowed, in sadly askew pieces,
inside my warehoused storage boxes,

and scouring fancy-shop stalls, for potential
props —

back in the States.
and the vibrant local aesthetic
The same is true

has indelibly permeated my holiday spectrum,

of my six-foot fake-fir Christmas tree

reshaped my yuletide standards,

and endless bins of bulbs and stars,

as emphasized by our purple, sixteen-inch
Seussical tree

pine garlands, red-velvet stockings,
shaped like an upside-down cyclone
and puzzle-jumbled strings of white lights.
Had I known how enthusiastic
(its locally crafted swirling-wire boughs
my Indian neighbors would be,
shedding raging glitter, not needles),
regarding such seasonal statements,
and two black, twisted-iron Sambar reindeer,
I would've included all those audacious goods
into my overseas household shipment.

who complete not only the Christmas-inKarnataka scene
but the "festival greetings, all year long" gestalt.
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Seattle Siren

Glass-fronted temples
are springing up,
all over town,
in honor of a goddess
new to Bengaluru.

The twin-tailed mermaid,
donning celestial crown,
looks down smugly satisfied
that latte-lapping worshipers
of caffeinated, mocha-tinged brew
will throng to her doors,
begging to donate
to her green-black sanctum circle.
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Oscillating Symmetries

half a world away
from a friend in distress

Time mind-rapes me,
waterboards me, in zoetrope slow motion,
forcing bitter
stations-of-the-cross womb-fruits
down my throat
as I claw my way, in primal reflex,
through this oneiric
Rorschach strabismus,
unable to escape the labyrinth's straits.
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Nativity of the Wizard
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Andrew Walker
Synergy
A head of gravitation towards the other soul
A deeper attraction no one else could possibly know
A heap of affection with a small glance of an eye
A unbreakable bond others can't help but to despise
A sudden leap of faith taken by an unexpected course of action
An instantaneous feeling thrived by mutual passion
A simple kiss injects an erotic feeling from within
A more in depth understanding of life results with a simple grin
A kiss on the hand tells a thousand words
A kiss to the forehead tells a million more
A want for more hungers one
The understanding of a better life humbles the other one
A wonder of what the future may bring can be somewhat scary
A refocus to the tangible and remarkable present is very lovely
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Rob Cook
DISTANCES
Always consider the reader, demanded the
critic
from the maw of a drilling rig,
scolding the poet who calls
each gathering of water the mouth of a spider
or the mouth of many spiders,
which, at times, itches like a song
that forgets its destination
and obscures the silence of the mining ships,
(never the body—the critic again—
never the bride of Hart Crane),
revealing each raindrop that devoured
the moons over the Mexican Gulf,
the gulls begging from the fragile clouds,
(an accumulation of sugared sea glass)—
Get rid of the moon. Get rid of the moon.
*
If you insist on writing poetry,
let your reader know, right away, where you
buried
the bodies, what they taste like,
and which commas and semi-colons
(blood stains?) (failed money shots?)
can never be used again.
And when your characters have difficulty
breathing,
leave the page empty and walk with each to a
different snowfield,

holding their hands, or the emptiness in
their hands,
past the unthawed creeks and frog-wet grasses
(located on the back of another writer’s
hand)
that conceal the unpublishable distance.
*
It's true the country doesn't need more
poems.
It doesn't need the lesser of our Kodak kids
either.
Fucking, also, seems dated:
(see trans am exhibits)
(see, kindergarten cloud-dwellers)
(see, seasons in the abyss)
But at least we can curse now
with the word FACT,
(when nothing else remains)—
Four letters repeated like swans that cross the
page and do not come back,
somehow losing the sky
for all of us,
and mating with the eraser smudges
once believed to be swans,
and not mistakes the hooks made in the
water when it was real.
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KINGDOMS
In the Void today the humans
carried a fragile cry of light,
something that flickered at the fringes
of the hands when they dreamed.
In the Void today no hours passed,
no snakes were counted
though all one did was count.
And there was no language
for the work that kept them
digging towards Heaven,
where the worshippers waited,
dying of their own song:
“The digging will never end.
The digging will never end.
And for this we offer our prayers
and gratitude. Prayers and gratitude
for the loving depths of heaven
where the digging never ends.”
During today’s digging they discovered
no new darkness, even after they praised
the fruit flies and the raptors that flew deep into
the stench of Heaven’s searchlights.
Today they finished none of the earthworm sky—
Only their own blankness was completed—
No rivers traversed by the silence
of the froth-winged guardians.
“We will sing without listening
to the centipedes that guard the gates of Heaven,
and without even a prayer that can be traced
to the ground no one can find.”
The last song in all of eternity:
the praying and singing of shovels.
They were people once,
and now they sing with shovels.
Now they do nothing but praise
the one who watches the many ways they dig.
And just the dirt dripping from their eyes to follow and obey.
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ASPERGER’S SYNDROME
Because I could not stop counting, I dragged my body through the woods and gathered the leaves
one at a time to assuage my anxiety.
After five days measured in wilderness theft, the numbers I counted with became too tired and too
sore to continue, but by then the leaves were gone from the ground. I had done my part.
And because I didn’t know how to put them back on the trees, I tried selling them for a dollar
apiece. What else is one to do with such a wealth of fallen money?
I built a concession stand as deep as the silence of deer and sold the first leaf to a friend, but the
leaf bit him and so I had to give him his dollar back.
I sold a different leaf to Mr. Washburn, who returned the next day and yelled at me. He tore apart
the leaf with his hands that wouldn’t stop screaming like children.
“This—this is what you’ve done to autumn,” he said through his blood-white teeth and walked away
until he was just a dot.
My parents bought a leaf because they felt sorry for me. At night it bit them over and over and
yelled at them. They didn’t return the leaf, but I could tell something was wrong.
And though I was forty and ought to have known things, no one else would buy any of my
treasures.
“The leaves have never hurt anybody. That is reason enough to purchase at least one,” I said to
everyone I almost knew, though the direction my shoulders pointed formed an irreparable cosmos between
us.
My parents encouraged me: “Son, how many people your age are able to count as many leaves as
you’ve counted?”
It made me feel good about myself. I was special enough to continue eating and using up days like
they would never run dry.
I stashed the leaves—and it was enough to fill an entire forest—in my room where it was always
autumn because the leaves kept falling from the space station stranded on the ceiling.
Really it was because nobody ever looked. It would have been easy to see, with the slightest effort,
that the trees I planted in my walls went on forever. Even my parents didn’t notice how cold it was when
they held the leaf in their hands and that the leaf, closer to winter by one dinner plate, was, like me, happy
enough to survive such a small distance.
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2011
The first day
of the empty year
feels like a militia
of sty-still Sundays—
a man betrayed
by football standardization
when he lived as a stick
and could not measure church mischief
or cheerleader depth.
Morning arrives
with humbug
and deleted winter—
the bed,
the window,
the life,
all pigeon-gray.
Forty-four degrees by noon.
A pile of excretia
on the cloudy sidewalk—
whoever didn’t pick it up
will be forced to sniff and chew,
sniff and chew
and identify each room
where the barking still smells.
Hours of people go by without
that tiny brown tenement
moving,
no one noticing its windows and bloodflecked rooms unfocused and failing
same as any other meal
that doesn’t move.
And before the Hells Angels
Headquarters finishes
leaking
into the street,
a man who survives again
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and again the approximation
of the fun of alcohol
bends over to pick
at another bouquet of rose chocolates.
“I don’t care what they say,
it’s still the same damn year,” he says
and stuffs his pockets—
already filled with undigested pennies—
until the trees walk away
and the puddles in the sky begin to stain.
Gazing into his shoes
that hold the grime’s glare,
the man, who looks
like me, only an unmeasured
year
or two away,
begs the dead pieces
of the dog
for drugs
that keep the puddles
from filling
with a bloated Christmas light’s
advanced scarring,
which today looks like a child
(from one of the newer
screen cliques) asking:
WITSF,
WITSF,
WITSF
a not-yet-sarcastic cry for help
heard by the men who own
the surrounding bottle-melt as:
What is the sky for,
what is the sky for,
what is the sky for?
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THE GRIEVING THAT LEADS MORE THAN ONCE TO MARS

Benita Perez, who lives on the wall
with the invented velocity
of her silverfish pills,
finally did it:
She followed,
on hand and high-heel,
the tunnels she gouged
with her fingernails,
more than five rings long,
all the way to Mars
where her son was buried
during a previous
inebriation.
She did this, finally,
on a day after love
when her bed stopped working.
Look at me.
Look
at
me,
she demanded from
inside that windblown
brick,
stranded
on an eyelash
that disappeared
as soon as she went digging
with the same eyelash toward the chandelier
darkening on the floor—
a stain growing like a camera between planets—
rival stab-wound cribs
at the same
troubled time of night—
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or maybe just another
television flickering
like a shallow
grave—
and this, one day
before the police stopped the sky’s bleeding—
I need one pipe-hit deep enough
to dig up my Alberto,
someone who looked like her said
in the shard-shallow
mirror.
Everyone knows Mars exists only on TV,
the real Benita said,
disturbing
the father there
with her diminished prayers that flowed
like drones of water—
and though she believed
he had a name,
Roland Giles,
and that the days
on the surface of that bruise
were likewise named,
she was wrong—
digging with a trowel
toward the authentic rooms of the Bronx,
where much deep stabbing
as well as much deep family-making
took place,
and which seemed smaller
each time she bent down
and picked up a brick
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that felt more fragile than the others—
and they were really babies
blossoming in the trash,
and they sounded
just like the moans
she left on Mars—
those that knew,
once the eyes were removed,
as seen by the father Mr. Giles
from his little red moon,
its rows of time-lapse hospitals,
which stain in the sky was hers.
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Vanessa Sylvester
Waiting at the Job Agency, Labor Ready
Rite Aid Plaza,
Specialty Tile,
Labor Ready/hope for work
application works
words
like, brunch,
black cabs, afterschool
drop-offs, food

no car and Walmart
this, that drive
find parking
permit/lien
no, me I’m just
from in town, not from
Canada, no
parking sucks/they

some people are the
same no matter
where you are/
Dunkin’ Donuts
manager fired for taking
tips/call for a jump some

say that hill
was filled with Irish
anarchists – glasses
I just stare,
just in from
Westbrook/scrape
cash a slice
Department of Labor
D-O-L
done, F-ed up on
line, library ok
HVAC maybe
Labor Ready
ready/some hour
others run in
and some
run in more.

people are ghosts
no matter
if they are
alive pick up
three lures
the tackle shop
fish all summer
down time
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The Tooth Collector
The Tooth Collector is not what it seems
and it works for free.
No need to leave the nickels or the dollars
for the sniffle of its runny nose.
Its cranberry-strung eyes and the hollow
of its hip bone
are the clatter that will become
the soundtrack of your day. The quarters and dimes
are taunts from your parents, who convey
their sympathetic, but complete,
disbelief.
Still it comes!
Over the iPod, the Game Boy, laptop, it comes.
Crocodiles circle in the lake and you’re thirteen,
and all you want to do is plunge
into the January Atlantic,
and eat handfuls of pills like Sour Skittles
as no one believes you. No one believes
the Tooth Collector’s hair is white and crispy like the lady who sits
outside of the nursing home, on your walk home,
yet its skin is super-model smooth.
You have everything to live for,
down to the pine cone-filled bowls in your bathrooms
and the high-end cherry floors
yet it still hovers over as it finds
pieces of you under the pillows.
You see that angles are really dead
and wasted away, back alive,
with the oily wings of dirty seagulls. This is what they encourage
and then ignore; the so-true visits
where nobody is the wiser, secrets
of the slight draft, the Hollywood hex;
it harvests the days, minutes, movies, quizzes, pizza dinners
and gathers them, stored up
only to be rationed out
back to you
again - in exchange for nothing
better then
your fallen-out teeth.
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The Tooth Collector’s mouth
is a long, grey slit
that warms the air
allowing tiny black flies
to follow its head, halo style, into your room
and now it can find you
during the day, on the bus, at your high school French class.
Even at the facility your empty teeth holes
are crows that fill top branches
of trees like fat,
black leaves.
Doubt floods you,
like sideways rain.
You have so much to live for, pilots and pirates,
the smack of the soccer ball against your new cleats.
But the ricochet
of the step
of the Tooth Collector
bounces,
superball in your head
like the crack of the bedroom door as it opens
up over the stuffed animals you’ve lined up at the entrance,
the only army you can raise and still
you can’t
get it out
of your mind.
Mention it again, to anyone, and
you risk lock up
in a clean room, hosting
therapists and drug dealers.
There is no one to turn to, to help you.
No one who knows
the Tooth Collector
has been with you
since you could remember it
leaning in over your crib
with its fatal hand extended
to feel your infant, toothless gums
and disappear into the corner of the walls
when your parents came in to ease your cries.
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Kersten Christianson

This Day
Tie dye shirts edge the clothesline,
catch the afternoon sea breeze,
dry quickly in this warm, summer sun.
This summer day, this summer
like no other, addles the locals –
supercharges the flora and fauna.
Eugene and Julian swim one day
in mirrored high mountain lakes
and the next in the open sea.
At Old Harbor Books, Liz tells me
of 10-inch banana slugs.
She marvels at the 5-inch peapod
I’ve plucked from my parents’ garden.
The sun produces
berries like none other,
blue as a storm crossing sea;
red like the spent fireweed glowing
in the orange of sunset.
Huckleberries, blueberries, raspberries
fill the bellies of bears and humans.
Other than the bundled tourists visiting
from the ship of the day, fleece coats and
raingear hang dry on walled pegs,
bundled in closets, put away
for fall storms.
Until then, berries fill the freezer
We pretend it is always like this.
We pretend the sun is ours.
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Poetry & Wind
I rise early
in a quiet house
under the dark sky
to tend dogs and savor
the morning’s coffee;
bitter-tinged and hot.
Consider
the shape of a stanza
across this blank paper page;
words of precision
and balm.
Even the ravens
are silent this morning.
Their shapes
hidden among branches
feathers ruffled
to house warmth.
The house is still.
Warm Taku winds,
clatter and chime in the alder,
crack against my window.
Still coffee cools.
Still the page waits.
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Moon
My Facebook feed is filled this week
with full moon images,
the news of a weekend lunar eclipse.
I’m never quite certain
what time these events actually occur –
you know, an eclipse in Alaska time and all –
but in the circle
of my cast iron griddle
bubbles the first crêpe of the morning.
Like a Jesus image
imprinted on the heel of sliced bread,
this thin, gauzy pancake sports a crescent moon
in its cooked, cratered surface.
Valleys and peaks catch
the dip and lilt of my daughter’s questions:
Mama, is this your grandma’s recipe?
Mama, was your grandma Danish?
Mama, is this Grandma Sharon’s recipe?
Mama, did she find the recipe from the Internet?
The recipe is ours.
Moon in my kitchen, lineage
by crater; it is the one thing I know well.
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Norman Klein
Death on West Cedar
A few were awake at one
Our street is the woman

to see the blood on our bricks

who encourages her dog

and the sagging bag of a boy

with her cane as he sniffs

carried off like laundry.

his truck-bumped tree,
Those who missed the blue
the gentlemen home by six

and red lights slashing through

their first Scotch waiting,

slits of shade heard the news

shades drawn by seven,

at our local butcher shop.

story by story.
Now almost everyone thinks
We love our sturdy slate roofs,

they heard the shots and we

our tall chimneys tipping

all retire late and can’t sleep

into our gilded gold skies

knowing and waiting.

dotted with wistful gulls.
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Poem for Mrs. L
As always she wakes

The next morning he asks her to approve

to the telephone ringing,

the new mail box, and says good bye

and picks it up, says bye,,

with gifts of Irish tea and English cookies

and hangs up on her daughter.

and thanks her for her kindness.

This morning begins with the bang

When her daughter stops by on Sunday

of ladders, men working on the roof

she asks, “Why the new mail box?”

next door, three wild men on their knees

and Mrs. L. tells her it’s one of several

knocking at the echoes of their hammering.

gifts from a gentleman friend.

Then someone knocking on her door,

Then comes Monday morning,

the big man who was hoisting shingles

with no hammering to get her going,

has come, his hat in his hand, to apologize

and no gentleman with a taped finger

for knocking down her mail box.

who takes lemon in his tea.

She asks him to come back for lunch,

No phone ringing,

puts on her best blue dress and pearls,

no bad-mouthing daughter

and after lunch tells him it pleases her

to call her a fool

to see a man take lemon in his tea,

for feeding a workman
and accepting his gifts,

then stands behind him as his taped

the daughter who never

finger turns the pages of the catalog

brings gifts, but who ate

and points to a black mail box resting

all the English cookies.

on a twisting curl of wrought iron.
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Death

There is no window,
no lamp or chair or table.
You are both guest
and the room
you have made ready.

You are the
last moth of breath
escaping the unraveling
web of the body,
the eye refusing light.

In the end
there is no miracle,
no dove set free
with your name
in its beak.

In the end
in a void
of silence,
your absence
awaits you.
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Asthma

Awakened by cat cries
from her twisted mouth
she rises and tries
to cough away
the tightening knot of night.

Awake at dawn
her wheezing bellows
suck the cold morning
air into old lungs
of cracked leather.

Just before dinner,
still starving for air,
she walks her old baskets
to market in slow
and slower
steps and arrives
in time to see
one by one down
the narrowing street
the breath shops darken.
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The Man Returning

The man returning slows
his father’s truck to thirty

He pulls into the driveway

as he approaches the curve

and sits in the shadow of the house

that killed his best friend

he and his father were born in

and holds to the road

remembering how he would race

remembering a recurring dream

to the truck to meet his father

of poker and beer, and Billy

and carry his lunch pail to the kitchen.

dealing from a wheelchair.
He steps down from the truck
As he clatters over the tracks

and there is the girl who cried

onto Main Street memories rise

the first time he kissed her,

like bees from a poked hive.

the woman weeding his father’s garden,
his wife running to him to ask,

Somewhere there is a scrapbook

“How is he? What did the doctor say?”

with the words, “We could be big time,”
scrawled on the last page,

His son waves from a blue window,

and a picture signed, “Never forget

as crickets play the world to evening.

your piano player, Carla.”
“There’s nothing they can do,” he tells her
Somewhere in the attic
years of wondering
sleep in the throat
of his old flugelhorn.

as the house gathers them in.
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Robert Joe Stout
The Crucifixion

Sparks snapping from his skateboard's wheels Rene Aronld caromed past the
cactus-embroidered houses of the canyon subdivision where his parents lived
towards the oleum creeping through the cleft in the San Rafael hills. To him Los
Angeles was an alien jungle infiltrated by wild beasts and cannibals, stacked with
look-alike houses and hamster wheels of continual traffic. It was the enemy; its
lack of personality magnified itself until it crushed and buried everything that came
into contact with it. Including him—him and his friends, people who had
personalities, had individuality, had ways to live that were different from the
impersonal force that surrounded them.
“We will show them! We will be noticed!” he called out to the streets as he
veered into and out of residential driveways, picking up speed as the curving road
sloped downhill. Despite the half-joint he had smoked his focus was clear enough to
remember where he was going and who he was meeting and how nervous and
excited Teresa, his best friend--his "love mate"--had become when they and their
friends had made their plans. Tonight the city would take notice. Tonight it would
see something it never had seen before.
A crucifixion…
He stopped, momentarily startled by images the thought brought to him.
Plastic-rimmed glasses held together with adhesive tape gave his square face a
lopsided, innocently leering blandness. He wore the cutoffs essential to Los Angeles
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summer, a ripped white pullover and a headband fashioned out of a yellow print
curtain ferreted with blue binding tape.
Crucifixion… he tried to keep the image in his mind, tried to get back to the
feelings the first mention of it had given him. Had given Teresa and Dick and Dirt
and Cholo and their other friends. Nothing plastic he remembered them saying
nothing tinsel and commercial and fake… It had to be real…
Real.
He shook his head. Los Angeles wasn’t real. His parents—and Teresa’s
parents—weren’t real. They were…
He didn’t know. He just knew that deep inside him things happened that
didn’t happen to either his or Teresa’s parents. That didn’t happen to the millions of
wild beasts and cannibals that thrust their cars through tunnels of night, the
millions who didn’t even know that he, or Teresa, or any of their friends, existed.

Teresa stood up and waved when she saw him careen over the curb onto the
7-Eleven parking lot where she and a collection of young people were exchanging
99 cent Slurpees, nacho specials, microwave popcorn and clove cigarettes.
“Tonight…do you think?” she sidled against him, as always unable to frame a
direct question or statement. She was pretty in a tall, ungainly, slope-shouldered
way, fine-boned, slightly freckled, never quite sure of herself except with her
closest friends. Understanding her to mean, "I might be afraid, I might want to go
somewhere and hide," he nodded and awkwardly put his arm around her shoulders.
Like steel filings flicking into a magnet's pull the conversations flitted toward
the issue at hand: Tomorrow Los Angeles—the monster, the impersonal alien
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force—would wake up to something more meaningful than Guess? jeans and traffic
jams. Hundreds of young people like them would climb the Golgotha. Hundreds
would be making the sacrifice….
“C’mon! C’mon! It’s time! Let’s go!” they milled around each other. Rene and
Teresa and nine others piled into Dick’s old station wagon. Five others rode with
Dirt. Dirt told stories about hitchhiking to Alaska and survival in Colorado but Rene
and Teresa knew that Dirt hadn’t been past San Bernadino on his own and got
money from his parents when he didn’t want to work.
They stopped twice on the way to the rendezvous point, once to peer at
lights spread like a sparkling blanket from the ocean to the San Gabriels, the other
to let someone out to pee. Finally the two old cars lumbered into a parking lot
beside a closed laundromat. Their headlights flicked across twenty or thirty young
people grouped around a makeshift platform enclosed by large dumpsters and an
old ice cream vending truck.
A teenager with violent green hair and a companion half his size wearing a
cascade of hooped earrings shoved past them as Rene and Teresa got out of the
car. The pair was dragging a 2”x 8” along the fire lane.
Shouts of "Hey! Make room!" and "No, hey man! Put it here!" sent the two
teenagers into a clumsy Three Stooges imitation. Finally, after bows, catcalls and
shouts to get the show rolling they dropped the 2”x 8” across another nearly twice
its length. Abruptly a young woman wearing old Army fatigues pushed past them.
Rene recognized her but didn't know her name--she was from Glendale somewhere,
a twenty- or twenty-one-year-old who talked with sharp-toned anxiety. Deftly she
slapped a carpenter's square against the 2” x 8”s, marked them and reached for an
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electric skill saw. It shrieked briefly, then stopped. The green-haired youth knifed
through onlookers to re-attach an extension cord and the saw shrilled again. On
hands and knees the fatigue-clad young woman notched the 2” x 8”s, warding off
both would-be helpers and onlookers as she lifted the shorter plank and rapped it
snugly into place against the longer.
"C'mon! Get ready! We're about to start!"
Compliantly Teresa turned but Rene seized her arm and pulled her towards
the fire lane, where half-a-dozen youths were shouting "Let us through! Make way!"
The compact group, knotted around a figure wearing a loose cotton tunic and
diaper-like loincloth, pushed towards the woman huddled over the crossbar. Her
shoulders twitched in rhythm with crackling shots from a staple gun. A dozen or
more youths crowded close to watch. Between them and the darkest corners of the
lot, where Dirt's car was parked, little clusters of skateboarders and pot smokers
and hangers-on whirred and laughed and called to each other, only peripherally
aware of what was going on around them.
"Aye!" Teresa forced his attention back to the knot of people crowded around
the cotton-clothed figure. His tunic twisted off his shoulder and he fell to one knee
to avoid being hit by the newly made cross that a dozen or more hands
unsuccessfully had tried to stand on end.
"No, this way!” “Here! Get under it!” “No, man! Shit, man!" hands grabbed
him to help him up as he clutched at the lost garment. His eyes seemed to be
floating through a lake of dreams.
"He's high," Teresa whispered. Rene nodded: He knew the face and the boyman it belonged to. His name was Terry although most who knew him called him
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"Artemis," the signature he put on graffiti. He blinked, confused, as the woman
who'd made the cross tried to get him to slip his hands through handles she'd fitted
onto either side of the crossbeam. Wobbling slightly, he crouched beneath it and
tried to hoist the cross onto his back. The green-haired youth and several
companions grabbed the crossbeam to help him. Rene tried to steer Teresa away
from them but other hands clasped hers and pulled her into the flow of participants
heading out of the parking lot onto the dark street.
Rene stayed beside her, his skateboard in one hand, the other around her
shoulders as the rest of the procession swung in around them, the whirs and
clattering of their skateboards rebounding off the walls of the frame houses that
lined the street. A taggle of hangers-on straggled up the slope after them as here
and there porch lights snapped off and on and occasional car headlights swept
across them. Twice Rene heard the whining of sirens and his fingers tightened
around Teresa's shoulders but the sirens--disaffected and ethereal parts of Los
Angeles--faded without bringing police in pursuit.
Half-a-dozen times Artemis lost control of the cross and the knot of
attendants had to pull him to his feet. He was panting; when he stumbled again
Teresa caught and held onto him and Rene, more concerned for her than for
Artemis, grabbed them both to keep them from falling.
"Help him! Help him hold the cross!" a voice beside Rene coughed clove
cigarette smoke into his face.
Startled, Rene caught the crossbeam. "Are you all right? Are you sure you're
all right?" he heard Teresa whisper and he nodded and grunted, "Yeah, yeah, I
think so, yeah..." then realized that she was talking to Artemis, not to him.
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In the momentary bright sweep of headlights Rene noticed that Artemis'
elbow was crusted with blood; grains of asphalt clung to one knee where he had
fallen and scraped it.
"Are you going to make it?" Rene murmured, shouldering more of the cross
to ease Artemis' burden. The youth's eyes flickered wildly--like a trapped bird's-and Rene quickly assured him, "Just a little further," knowing as he said it that he
didn't know where they were going or when they would arrive.
The street curved sharply to the right at the top of the long suburban hill.
Panting from the exertion Rene turned with it, glad to sidestep the fine, mistlike
rain sweeping against his face. But Artemis lurched in front of him and Rene had to
clutch Teresa to keep from falling, then grab the cross. His knees banged Artemis'
head and his glasses slid off his face and struck the ground.
"My glasses," he mumbled, dropping to his knees and fumbling for them with
one hand as he held the cross with the other. Teresa, beside him, found them and
handed them to him. They had broken again and one of the lenses had slid from
the frame and cracked in two. For a moment the three of them tottered together,
then hands helped Teresa to her feet while Rene, blinking myopically, shoved the
pieces of his glasses into his pocket and re-lifted the cross.
"C'mon! Up here!" a voice commanded. "No, this way! This way!" hands
tugged at his shirt. He was carrying the cross by himself now; Teresa supported
Artemis. From behind them, down the slope, Rene could hear the laughter and
curses of participants and hangers on trying to catch up to them.
"That's all, I've got to stop," Rene gasped, dropping to his knees to let the
cross slide from his shoulders.
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"No! Over here! Bring it--him! No, this way!" voices around him urged.
Helping hands grabbed the cross to guide him through the darkness. "Here!"
Rene thought he heard and gasping both from the weight of the apparatus and the
length of the climb he let the cross slip from his shoulders. His first thought was to
call for Teresa, to find her, but the undulations of millions of lights visible through a
gap in the hills momentarily flooded his awareness. Despite his myopia, he could
see Los Angeles--the monster, Los Angeles--quivering beneath the mist sweeping in
gentle gusts against his face.
"Look!" he wanted to exclaim to someone but "No, the other way...face the
city," voices behind him insisted. In the flickering beams from one of the flashlights
he could see a huddle of participants trying to get Artemis to lay down on the cross.
The young woman who'd built it strode towards him, the staple gun in her hand.
"Here! No, spread you fingers out..!"
"Stop them! Stop them!" Teresa flung herself towards Rene as krak! krak!
the gun reverberated. Krak! krak! again and Artemis cried out, loudly.
"The handles! Hold onto the handles!" somebody shouted. Other voices cried,
"Some help here! Where's the shovels! Watch out! He's falling!"
"OhshitGodplease!" Teresa squealed as Artemis, his hands nailed to the
crossbeams, moaned. A flashlight's weak beam flickering across his face picked up
the terror in his eyes. His mouth was foaming and his legs kicking spasmodically.
"Something to drink! Get him something to drink!" someone behind Teresa
shouted. She turned, confused, then grabbed a container that someone thrust
towards her. Slowly those holding the cross let it tip towards her. Teresa offered
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the contents of the container to Artemis but he couldn't drink from it. Finally she
tilted the container to pour the fluid directly into his mouth.
"Don't let it fall!" voices shouted as the cross lurched forward, jarring her
arm. Instead of a few sips of liquid, she dumped the contents of the container into
Artemis's mouth and eyes.
His head flopped back and forth in agitated pain. He tried to cry out but
choked, then thrust his head back and screamed.
"What did you do? What did you give him?" Hands pulled the empty
container out of her grasp. She relinquished it and stumbled backwards. Rene
overheard voices whisper, "It was tequila! She gave him tequila!"
"Stop them, please! Stop them!" Teresa pleaded in Rene's ear. He grabbed
shoulders and arms, in a hoarse voice insisting that they needed to stop, that what
they were doing was insane.
But hands, elbows, legs pushed back at him. The entire procession had
caught up with them now and in the darkness the new arrivals were shoving and
cursing and calling to each other. Someone among them had picked up the white
cotton tunic that Artemis had been wearing and was handing it back and forth
between two companions playing rocks, scissors and paper. Laughter skittered from
voice to voice up the slope towards them as competing choruses of acid rock and
heavy metal throbbed from separate boom boxes.
Again, more loudly, more desperately, Rene shouted and shoved bodies
away from the cross. It swayed as he grabbed it; the hole wasn't deep enough or
the earth around it was too soft and wouldn't hold Artemis' weight. Blood from his
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punctured hands dripped onto Rene's cheek and drops of the spilled tequila dribbled
along his arm.
"Here, here, I'll help you..." Rene slid one shoulder under Artemis’s feet. His
arms around the cross he pulled it towards him, intending to drag it out of its hole
and release Artemis.
"No! No! Let me stay! I want..! I want..!" the youth pummeled Rene's head
with his bare feet.
His grip on the cross dislodged Rene stumbled backwards. Hands grabbed it
before it fell on top of him and shoved it back upright.
"What are you doing?" the voices grew more urgent. "The ground's too soft!
"Need to brace it more...get bigger rocks!"
Unable to keep hold of Rene's arm Teresa clung to his shirttail, choked little
sobs vibrating through her throat like the cooing of trapped pigeons. So intent were
those around the cross on pushing the unbalanced apparatus upright they seemed
not to be aware that Artemis existed.
"Hey! No, watch out! It's starting to...what? Over here! The flare! Bring the
flare over here!"
Like a live thing afire the highway flare--dropped, picked up, dropped again-illuminated startled young faces.
"Here! Watch out! It's hot!" the shouts continued as someone dumped the
flare directly in front of Artemis. Its spluttered burning hurled a menagerie of
shadows across his face. As the green-haired youth and a cohort stomped rocks
and dirt into the hole supporting the cross Rene put his arm around Teresa. Above
them, face a waxen yellowish-gray, mouth agape and head rolling from side to side
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Artemis sobbed and blubbered, more like a child pleading for his mother than a
supplicant beseeching God.
"Let him down!" Teresa lunged through the circle of light vibrating from the
flare. The earth supporting the cross gave way and Artemis plunged into her lifted
arms. For a second she clung to him and the cross he was carrying, then she
collapsed beneath him, her single-syllabled cry for help vibrating into the dark Los
Angeles night.

Rene and Dick and Dirt and Cholo, taking shifts and pausing frequently to
rest, carried Artemis back across the field to the roadway. Three men carrying highpowered flashlights intercepted them and in harsh, suspicious voices demanded,
"What's going on? What are you damned kids doing?" but, being outnumbered and
more indignant than brave they let the procession pass without creating an
incident.
Once on the street, at the suggestion of the young woman who'd built the
cross, they fashioned a travois and skateboarded Artemis down the hill to the
parking lot. There under the laundry's glimmering neon they washed his face and
hands and found some oranges for him to suck on. His lips were puffed and one
side of his mouth was swollen where he'd bitten his cheek; the gashes in his hands
where the staples had gone through were jagged and ugly.
As they packed him in Dirt's car Teresa squeezed through to caress his face,
ask him how he felt. Slowly he shook his head, the ghosts of things past swimming
through his expression. "I--I should've...I should've..." Unable to finish the
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sentence he coughed and in a weak, little childlike voice whimpered that he wanted
to go home, his shoulders hurt and he wanted not to think.
Halfway back to the 7-Eleven Dick stopped the old station wagon on a
turnaround and he and his ten passengers got out and sat on the fenders and hood
to pass a couple of joints back and forth. Beneath them, a glimmering pizza-shaped
slice of the monster Los Angeles stretched towards infinity. Rene felt Teresa's
eyelashes flutter against his neck as she sighed and let her head drop against his
shoulder. Holding her, the familiar noises and scents and vocabularies of young
people like him surrounding him, he fingered the broken glasses in his pocket and
asked if she were okay and she nodded, "Yes, now, now I think I am."
Then, arching her delicate, fragile face up towards his, “What did it—did it
mean anything?"
He shrugged and stared at the lights and shook his head.
"A few people got carried away and..."
"And?" The word, barely an exhalation, seemed to come from somewhere
outside of her--outside of them--and hang suspended before him.
"And now it's over," he replied. But he wasn't sure: He wasn't at all sure
what over or anything or our world or Teresa or Los Angeles, the monster, the alien
world--or, for that matter, what Rene Aronld--meant or had meant or could mean.
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